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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2010073065A1] The present invention allows a voter to verify that the votes he cast were properly counted while maintaining vote
anonymity. Anonymity and transparency are balanced such that voters have proofs showing the votes they cast are properly counted, but the
same proofs are meaningless to the others. In this way, transparency is successes without exposing voter privacy. While voters cast their votes, for
example in a voting machine, a witness is required to verify that the vote is counted properly. A witness proving voter privacy is implemented by
using a voter superiority over the voting system. This strength is used to solve transparency-anonymity problem: Voting system cannot guess next
step of the voter, and when all steps are revealed, it is not allowed the system to get back. Voters present a random choice from a predetermined set
of random choices together with each voting choice in the voting process, and he expects an algorithm output as a proof of including voting choices
and random choices of the voting choices. After receiving algorithm output and making sure of it not to be changed in the coming steps, he presents
all random choices of each possible choice, and gets the random choices from the voting system as he presents. Because, the voting system can
not know random choices of the other possible choices, a possible malware code in the system can not dare to change voting choices of the voter. If
it dares and the random choices of the not intended voting choices it selects is not as the random choices of the not intended voting choice entered
following to receiving the algorithm output by the voter, then this illegal modification is revealed. The possibility of reveal increases exponentially, as
the voting system's illegal modified votes increase. Algorithm output is an output of a cryptographic algorithm getting inputs that comprises voting
choices and random choices of the voting choices and using a secret.
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